Introduction
============

Of the 250,000 new cases of breast cancer expected in the United States in 2017, 15% will be diagnosed as triple-negative breast cancer (TNBC).[@b1-ott-10-4675]--[@b5-ott-10-4675] Accelerated growth, high recurrence rates, and frequent metastasis characterize the aggressiveness of TNBC and result in poor long-term patient survival.[@b2-ott-10-4675],[@b3-ott-10-4675] TNBC is defined by the lack of estrogen and progesterone receptors as well as absence of human epidermal growth factor 2 (HER2) overexpression/amplification. Despite successful use of targeted therapies in other subtypes of breast cancer, similar approaches in TNBC have not reached clinical practice. Because of the lack of targeted therapy, \~30%--40% of patients with early-stage TNBC develop metastatic disease and succumb to the cancer despite receiving standard multiagent adjuvant chemotherapy.[@b6-ott-10-4675],[@b7-ott-10-4675]

Variable response to treatment has been a major challenge in developing targeted therapies in TNBC, where it points to an underlying heterogeneity within the subtype. Advances in gene expression profiling have revealed several complementary TNBC classification systems that may be associated with response to therapy.[@b5-ott-10-4675],[@b8-ott-10-4675]--[@b11-ott-10-4675] New classifications have isolated a subset of TNBC that are enriched for AR expression.[@b5-ott-10-4675],[@b12-ott-10-4675] Given the tremendous clinical success of targeting estrogen receptor in hormone-positive breast cancer, AR positivity in TNBC may constitute a clinically targetable signaling pathway. In support of this approach, numerous preclinical studies have validated the use of AR modulation in limiting cell proliferation, and there are ongoing clinical trials evaluating the safety and efficacy of AR antagonists in breast cancer. The following review explores the role of AR in tumorigenesis and progression, and its role not only as a prognostic and predictive tool but also as a potential therapeutic target in TNBC.

Hormone signaling in tumorigenesis
==================================

Estrogen receptor (ER) and progesterone receptor (PR) can stimulate tumor growth and metastasis in breast cancer. Antihormone therapies, such as tamoxifen, aromatase inhibitors, and selective ER degraders, are efficacious in hormone-positive breast cancer. A third hormone receptor, AR, is present in all subtypes of breast cancer and is attracting attention as a potential therapeutic target in breast cancer.[@b13-ott-10-4675]

The AR is an intracellular steroid receptor that dimerizes and translocates to the nucleus upon binding of androgen ligands, where it binds to androgen response elements (AREs) to promote target gene transcription in a tissue-specific manner ([Figure 1](#f1-ott-10-4675){ref-type="fig"}). Normal breast development is driven by AR interaction with the Wnt pathway, but AR is also known to regulate genes implicated in metastasis, and androgens have shown independent tumorigenic activity in vitro and in animal models.[@b14-ott-10-4675]--[@b20-ott-10-4675]

AR also interacts with other intracellular signaling pathways. Despite AR's demonstrated tumorigenic activity, crosstalk with the ER pathway can have the paradoxical effect of limiting tumor proliferation. The ER regulates gene transcription in a similar manner by binding to estrogen response elements (EREs) in cis-regulatory elements of estrogen-regulated genes.[@b21-ott-10-4675],[@b22-ott-10-4675] AR can competitively bind to EREs and coactivators to suppress estrogen-mediated tumor proliferation.[@b18-ott-10-4675],[@b23-ott-10-4675] However, in the absence of ER, as is the case in TNBC, AR mainly interacts with AREs and stimulates tumor cell growth in an androgen-dependent manner.[@b24-ott-10-4675]

Androgen signaling in breast cancer
===================================

Unlike ER and PR, AR is found in all major breast cancer subtypes and is estimated to be present in 53%--80% of all breast cancers.[@b4-ott-10-4675],[@b25-ott-10-4675]--[@b31-ott-10-4675] AR+ breast tumors are diagnosed more commonly in older patients.[@b4-ott-10-4675],[@b24-ott-10-4675],[@b29-ott-10-4675],[@b31-ott-10-4675],[@b32-ott-10-4675] A positive AR tumor status appears to be associated with favorable clinical features such as lower tumor-node-metastasis stage, lower nuclear grade, less risk of lymph node involvement, and smaller tumor size at diagnosis.[@b4-ott-10-4675],[@b24-ott-10-4675],[@b25-ott-10-4675],[@b28-ott-10-4675]--[@b33-ott-10-4675] AR expression significantly overlaps with ER+/PR+ status, lack of HER2 overexpression/amplification, and lower proliferative index.[@b18-ott-10-4675],[@b24-ott-10-4675],[@b27-ott-10-4675],[@b29-ott-10-4675]--[@b32-ott-10-4675],[@b34-ott-10-4675],[@b35-ott-10-4675]

In patients unselected for hormone receptor or HER2 expression, AR may be an indicator of favorable prognosis. Some studies have reported association of AR+ breast cancers with better response to endocrine therapy and longer disease-free survival (DFS) and overall survival (OS).[@b4-ott-10-4675],[@b18-ott-10-4675],[@b24-ott-10-4675]--[@b27-ott-10-4675],[@b29-ott-10-4675],[@b31-ott-10-4675],[@b32-ott-10-4675],[@b36-ott-10-4675],[@b37-ott-10-4675]

A dual role for AR, dependent on the relative strength of ER signaling, has been proposed by some groups, and would explain the varied prognoses among ER+AR+, ER+AR−, ER−AR+, and ER−AR− breast cancer.[@b14-ott-10-4675] The detrimental effect of discordant AR and ER expression suggests that androgen-mediated proliferation in breast cancer may be regulated by the relative availability of each receptor. When estrogen is low, testosterone is preferentially converted to estradiol, an ER ligand, instead of to 5α-dihydrotestosterone (DHT), an AR ligand, thus translating androgen supply into ER-driven tumorigenesis.[@b20-ott-10-4675],[@b38-ott-10-4675]--[@b40-ott-10-4675] Accordingly, a higher tumor AR-to-ER ratio is independently associated with lymph node metastasis and poor survival.[@b20-ott-10-4675] When the AR-to-ER ratio is low, or when estrogens are available, androgen metabolism will activate AR to compete for EREs. In these circumstances, AR can be antitumorigenic.

Androgen signaling in TNBC
==========================

Association of AR status with clinicalpathological characteristics in TNBC
--------------------------------------------------------------------------

Using immunohistochemical (IHC) assessment, AR is present in 13%--37% of TNBC, serving as the sole hormone receptor in these cases.[@b4-ott-10-4675],[@b24-ott-10-4675],[@b25-ott-10-4675],[@b30-ott-10-4675],[@b33-ott-10-4675],[@b34-ott-10-4675],[@b41-ott-10-4675]--[@b44-ott-10-4675] As ER and PR are absent in TNBC, the biological and therapeutic role of AR independent of other hormone receptors can be studied in this subtype. Association of AR with clinical and pathological features and ultimately prognosis in TNBC is not completely understood. AR positivity in TNBC is associated with older age at presentation, coinciding with the high circulating levels of androgens seen in postmenopausal breast cancer patients.[@b45-ott-10-4675] In TNBC, some studies have shown AR positivity to be associated with higher nuclear grade, higher tumor stage, and lymph node metastases, though others have found an association with lower nuclear grade or have failed to note any associations with clinical-pathological features.[@b20-ott-10-4675],[@b41-ott-10-4675]--[@b44-ott-10-4675],[@b46-ott-10-4675] Conflicting reports of a higher vs lower proliferation index in AR+ TNBC have also been made.[@b42-ott-10-4675],[@b44-ott-10-4675] Several reports have noted overlap between AR positivity and apocrine histological features or apocrine gene expression signature in TNBC.[@b30-ott-10-4675],[@b34-ott-10-4675],[@b47-ott-10-4675],[@b48-ott-10-4675]

Meta-analyses led by Qu and Wang, encompassing over 4,000 cases of TNBC, demonstrated AR+ status to be associated with better DFS and OS.[@b26-ott-10-4675],[@b49-ott-10-4675] Another meta-analysis by Gonzalez-Angulo et al, however, could only note a non-significant trend of better DFS and OS, and numerous other studies have observed no difference or a negative impact of AR status on outcomes.[@b20-ott-10-4675],[@b24-ott-10-4675],[@b25-ott-10-4675],[@b31-ott-10-4675],[@b32-ott-10-4675],[@b41-ott-10-4675],[@b42-ott-10-4675],[@b50-ott-10-4675]

At present, there is no standardized method or cutoff for detection of AR expression, and AR assessment is not part of routine pathological testing for breast cancer. The majority of published literature has utilized AR IHC nuclear staining for determination of AR positivity, yet tissue processing methods and choice of AR antibody are not consistent among published literature on this topic. Thus, studies assessing the clinical correlations and prognostic impact of AR are limited by their retrospective nature, variability in techniques and cutoffs (\>1% to ≥10% nuclear staining by IHC) used to determine AR positivity, and variations in the clinical and treatment characteristics of patient cohorts being evaluated. In summary, the prognostic value of AR expression in TNBC is not yet clear, and is likely complicated by lack of standardized testing methodology and heterogeneity within the patient population.

AR+ subtype presents a unique clinical course
---------------------------------------------

Recent efforts in molecular characterization of TNBC have resulted in its classification into additional subtypes. Seminal gene expression profiling studies by Perou et al categorized breast cancer into four intrinsic molecular subtypes.[@b8-ott-10-4675] The basal-like subtype comprises a group of tumors characterized by low or absent ER expression, very low prevalence of HER2 overexpression/amplification, and expression of genes usually found in the basal or myoepithelial cells of the human breast. Although the majority of TNBCs fall into the basal-like intrinsic subtype, the overlap between immunohistochemically defined TNBC and basal-like intrinsic subtype is not complete.[@b50-ott-10-4675] Various studies demonstrate that 70%--80% of TNBC are basal-like and 20%--30% of non-TNBC are basal-like by molecular profiling.[@b51-ott-10-4675]--[@b53-ott-10-4675] Proportion of non-basal-like subtypes within TNBC may be influenced by age at breast cancer diagnosis; Prat et al demonstrated a higher incidence of non-basal TNBC in women over 60 years (26%) of age as compared to those who are 40 years or younger (4.3%).[@b53-ott-10-4675] Approximately 7% of unselected TNBC tumors classify as luminal A or B subtype on intrinsic molecular profiling.[@b53-ott-10-4675] There may be a link between TNBC noted to be luminal on intrinsic profiling and AR overexpression; it is postulated that TNBCs classified as luminal A may be enriched with AR overexpression.[@b5-ott-10-4675]

TNBC is a diverse entity for which additional subclassifications beyond basal and non-basal may be needed. Using gene expression from publically available data sets, Lehmann et al classified TNBC initially into seven molecular subtypes, and recently refined the classification into four molecular subtypes: basal-like 1, basal-like 2, mesenchymal, and luminal androgen receptor-like (LAR) based on gene expression profiles.[@b11-ott-10-4675] Based on identification of cell lines corresponding to each subtype, they also demonstrated that these subtypes may be responsive to different targeted therapies.[@b5-ott-10-4675] The methodology of Lehmann et al's molecular classification has recently been adapted to a RNA-seq platform to better fit individual clinical samples.[@b54-ott-10-4675]

Approximately 16% of TNBCs classify as LAR molecular subtype ([Figure 2](#f2-ott-10-4675){ref-type="fig"}). Retrospective studies have demonstrated LAR subtype to be associated with clinical-pathologic features, treatment response, and outcomes. LAR subtype tumors have lower pathological grade and are diagnosed in women of older ages compared to all other TNBC types. LAR tumors also demonstrate significant enrichment of axillary lymph node metastasis and preferential distant metastasis to bone.[@b11-ott-10-4675]

LAR tumors respond to neoadjuvant chemotherapy at much lower rates; recent studies have demonstrated that the LAR molecular subtype is associated with lower pathological complete response (pCR) rates compared to other TNBC subtypes.[@b11-ott-10-4675],[@b55-ott-10-4675] Similar associations of positive AR IHC expression with low pCR rates have also been reported in TNBC.[@b4-ott-10-4675],[@b56-ott-10-4675] Furthermore, some studies have also demonstrated better DFS in spite of low pCR in AR+ TNBC.[@b4-ott-10-4675] The discrepancy between neoadjuvant chemotherapy response and survival in the LAR subtype mimics the observations noted for ER-positive and/or luminal A breast cancer[@b57-ott-10-4675],[@b58-ott-10-4675] and further supports the notion of biological similarities between AR+/LAR subtype and luminal AR+/ER+ breast cancers.

Androgen signaling drives the LAR phenotype
-------------------------------------------

Gene ontologies for LAR subtype are heavily enriched in hormonally regulated pathways including steroid synthesis, porphyrin metabolism, and androgen/estrogen metabolism. LAR subtype also shows enhanced activity of AR at the transcript level and correlations with nuclear AR IHC staining and protein levels.[@b5-ott-10-4675] Tumors within the LAR group are also found to express downstream AR targets and coactivators (DHCR24, ALCAM, FASN, FKBP5, APOD, PIP, SPDEF, and CLDN8).[@b5-ott-10-4675] AR expression in LAR subtype tumors is responsible for tumor cell viability and survival, as suggested by the significantly reduced ability of LAR cell lines to form colonies after knockdown of AR expression.[@b5-ott-10-4675]

Androgen signaling is a targetable pathway in TNBC
--------------------------------------------------

Preclinical in vitro and xenograft studies have demonstrated that LAR cell lines are sensitive to AR inhibition.[@b5-ott-10-4675],[@b14-ott-10-4675],[@b19-ott-10-4675],[@b20-ott-10-4675] AR expression is also noted in cell lines representing other TNBC subtypes beyond the LAR subtype. AR inhibition can thus be a potential therapeutic strategy for other TNBC subtypes. Recent studies showed that AR inhibition with enzalutamide and bicalutamide significantly reduces baseline proliferation, anchorage-independent growth, migration, and invasion, and increases apoptosis in LAR and three non-LAR TNBC molecular subtypes (mesenchymal-like, mesenchymal stem-like, and basal-like 2).[@b19-ott-10-4675],[@b59-ott-10-4675] Enzalutamide inhibits DHT-driven tumor growth in ER-negative (MDA-MB-453) xenografts by increasing apoptosis.[@b20-ott-10-4675] Thus, the preclinical studies suggest that antagonism of the androgen signaling pathway could be a potential therapeutic approach for TNBC.

Androgen receptor targeting
===========================

Preclinical evidence of efficacy
--------------------------------

Early androgen signaling inhibitors were first investigated as part of standard-of-care androgen deprivation therapy (ADT) for prostate cancer. Wong and Xie validated the suspected association between androgen exposure and mammary cancer in rats, demonstrating a role of androgens in inducing histological transformation, which was reversed with the androgen-blocking agent flutamide.[@b60-ott-10-4675] Subsequent studies in breast cancer employed the fourfold more potent agent bicalutamide, which in prostate cancer is capable of inducing accessory sex organ regression with minimal effect on serum hormone levels.[@b61-ott-10-4675] Bicalutamide has shown a paradoxical effect in breast cancer depending on ER expression, inducing apoptosis in ER− tumors and reversing androgen-driven cell death in ER+ tumors.[@b20-ott-10-4675],[@b62-ott-10-4675]--[@b64-ott-10-4675] Lehmann et al have described bicalutamide sensitivity in the LAR molecular subtype of TNBC.[@b5-ott-10-4675] Bicalutamide's apoptotic effects in other subtypes of TNBC have also been demonstrated in preclinical studies.[@b40-ott-10-4675],[@b59-ott-10-4675] In a noteworthy case report by Arce-Salinas et al, a patient with metastatic AR+ TNBC whose disease had progressed under heavy systemic chemotherapy achieved complete clinical response in chest wall disease after 4 months of oral bicalutamide therapy.[@b65-ott-10-4675] These preclinical data, along with the decades of safety and tolerability studies in prostate cancer, prompted a surge of clinical trials employing AR antagonists in breast cancer and TNBC in particular.

Bicalutamide is a nonsteroidal antiandrogen, which competitively inhibits the binding of androgens with AR.[@b66-ott-10-4675] It is commonly used in the treatment of locally advanced and metastatic prostate cancer, either as monotherapy or combined with a gonadotropin-releasing hormone agonist.[@b67-ott-10-4675],[@b68-ott-10-4675] Whereas bicalutamide inhibits transcription of AR-regulated genes by assembling corepressors rather than coactivators, the second-generation nonsteroidal antiandrogen enzalutamide has a fivefold greater affinity for AR and prevents nuclear translocation of ligand-bound AR.[@b69-ott-10-4675]--[@b71-ott-10-4675] As described earlier, bicalutamide promotes proliferation in ER+ breast cancer, perhaps due to AR competitively binding to EREs in the nucleus, an effect which enzalutamide prevents by inhibiting nuclear entry.[@b20-ott-10-4675] Enzalutamide was shown to inhibit ER-mediated mammary tumor growth in ER+ as well as in ER− cancers, which supports the proposed mechanism of action. Work by Barton et al suggested that AR inhibition may be effective even in low AR-expressing TNBC, as evidenced by enzalutamide-induced apoptosis in one LAR and three non-LAR TNBC subtype cell lines.[@b19-ott-10-4675] AR inhibition alone may be insufficient in cases of advanced or chemoresistant TNBC. Abiraterone acetate is a selective inhibitor of cytochrome P450 17α-hydroxylase/17,20-lyase (CYP17), reducing adrenal and tumor androgen biosynthesis.[@b72-ott-10-4675] Castrate-resistant, taxane-resistant prostate cancer exhibits good clinical response to abiraterone acetate in conjunction with prednisone, an effect that is dependent on AR, at least in part.[@b73-ott-10-4675]--[@b76-ott-10-4675] Use of CYP17 inhibitors to reduce androgen availability may increase the potency of agents targeting the AR in breast cancer.

Kwilas et al evaluated the ability of AR inhibition to reduce the growth and improve the immune-mediated killing of breast cancer cells with differing expression of the ER and AR.[@b77-ott-10-4675] They reported that while AR expression was required for the growth inhibitory effects of enzalutamide on breast cancer cells, both enzalutamide and abiraterone improved the sensitivity of breast cancer cells to immune-mediated lysis independent of detectable AR expression. Reduction in osteoprotegerin was noted to mediate the increase in sensitivity of AR− TNBC cells to immune-mediated killing. This data further supports investigation of AR inhibition in the AR+ TNBC and also in AR− TNBC, especially in combination with immunotherapy. In a mouse model of prostate cancer, the combination of enzalutamide and immunotherapy resulted in a significantly higher OS as opposed to each individual treatment.[@b78-ott-10-4675] These findings expand the treatment potential of enzalutamide and other androgen antagonists to both AR+ and AR− TNBC.

Clinical activity of antiandrogen monotherapy
---------------------------------------------

### Bicalutamide

AR status in TNBC patients has been utilized as a biomarker for preselection of patients for antiandrogen therapy trials. A Translational Breast Cancer Research Consortium Phase II study was the first to evaluate antiandrogen therapy in TNBC patients selected by AR status (NCT00468715).[@b62-ott-10-4675] Eligibility for the trial required either the primary or a metastatic tumor to be positive for AR (IHC \>10% nuclear staining). Twelve percent (51 of 424) of screened patients demonstrated AR positivity. Patients received bicalutamide 150 mg orally daily. Among 26 evaluable patients, although there were no complete or partial responses, the 6-month clinical benefit rate (CBR) was 19%. Bicalutamide was well tolerated with no grade 4/5 treatment-related adverse events observed. This study demonstrated proof of principle for the efficacy of androgen blockade in a select group of patients with ER−/PR−/AR+ breast cancer.

### Enzalutamide

A recent Phase II clinical trial evaluated single-agent enzalutamide in women with advanced AR+ TNBC (AR IHC \>0%) (NCT001889238). Of the 75 patients who were evaluable, CBR was 35% and 29% at 16 and 24 weeks, respectively.[@b79-ott-10-4675] This trial also reported on the positive association of gene signature (PREDICT AR) for identification of TNBC patients most likely to benefit from this approach.[@b50-ott-10-4675] PREDICT AR positive status was noted in 50% of patients with metastatic TNBC in this study, and patients with positive signature experienced higher CBR at 16 and 24 weeks compared to those lacking this gene signature.[@b50-ott-10-4675],[@b79-ott-10-4675] AR IHC, on the other hand, did not correlate with response to enzalutamide in this study. This indicates that further development and refinement of biomarkers for identification of patients most likely to benefit from antiandrogen therapy are needed.

### CYP17 inhibitors

Abiraterone acetate plus prednisone treatment was evaluated in a Phase II proof-of-concept trial for advanced AR+ TNBC (NCT01842321).[@b80-ott-10-4675] AR positivity for this trial was set at ≥10% IHC expression, and 37% of tested samples met this criterion. Among 30 evaluable patients, the 6-month CBR was 20% (one complete response and five patients with stable disease for ≥6 months). Although the study did not meet its predefined end point of a 25% CBR, abiraterone acetate may be effective for a selected subset of AR+ TNBC. Indeed, several ongoing Phase I--II trials are investigating the efficacy of CYP17 inhibitors, alone or combined with other pathway inhibitors ([Table 1](#t1-ott-10-4675){ref-type="table"}).

Combination therapy
-------------------

Preclinical data suggest that AR dependency may coexist with other oncogenic aberrations, suggesting potential value of combining AR targeting with other targeted agents.

### AR inhibitors plus CDK4/CDK6 inhibitors

Cyclin-dependent kinases (CDK) 4 and 6 promote proliferation by removing retinoblastoma (RB) protein-driven suppression of cell cycle progression. CDK4/6 inhibitors such as palbociclib inhibit proliferation by arresting the cell cycle in the G1 phase.[@b81-ott-10-4675] Although RB protein is commonly lost in TNBC, RB has been associated with AR expression in TNBC, and sensitivity to palbociclib has been reported in three LAR cell lines.[@b82-ott-10-4675],[@b83-ott-10-4675] Combination therapy of CDK4/6 inhibitors and androgen deprivation treatment is being evaluated in two ongoing Phase I/II clinical trials ([Table 1](#t1-ott-10-4675){ref-type="table"}).

### AR inhibitors plus PI3K inhibitors

Phosphatidylinositol-3-kinase (PI3K) and the downstream components Akt and mechanistic target of rapamycin (mTOR) are recognized as promising targets for treatment of breast cancer.[@b84-ott-10-4675],[@b85-ott-10-4675] Activating mutations of *PIK3CA* are seen in \~40% of AR+ TNBC tumors, as compared to 4% of AR− TNBC tumors.[@b86-ott-10-4675] Though PIK3CA inhibitors display antiproliferative effects on tumors with elevated PI3K activity, AR knockdown alone can allow cells to bypass the tumor suppressor activity of phosphate and tensin homolog (PTEN), which can promote proliferation.[@b17-ott-10-4675] Combination therapy with a PI3K inhibitor and AR inhibitor has an additive apoptotic effect in AR+ TNBC cell lines.[@b84-ott-10-4675],[@b86-ott-10-4675] Combination of the mTOR inhibitor rapamycin and the antiandrogen enzalutamide has also shown additive effect in LAR TNBC cell lines and in a LAR xenograft model.[@b87-ott-10-4675] Based on this preclinical evidence, clinical investigation of antiandrogen therapy with drugs targeting PI3K/mTOR pathway is underway. An ongoing Phase I study is assessing combinations of abiraterone with PI3K inhibitor or mTOR inhibitor in metastatic TNBC (NCT01884285).

### AR inhibitors plus neoadjuvant chemotherapy

AR+ TNBC is associated with relative resistance to conventional neoadjuvant chemotherapy as demonstrated by lower rates of pCR.[@b5-ott-10-4675],[@b11-ott-10-4675],[@b55-ott-10-4675] This observation raises the question of whether combining AR inhibition with chemotherapy would improve response to chemotherapy in AR+ TNBC. A Phase II clinical trial is currently underway to assess rates of pCR or near-pCR in early-stage AR+ (≥10%) TNBC patients treated with enzalutamide and weekly paclitaxel (NCT02689427).

Future direction
----------------

The 6-month CBR of 19%--29% observed with antiandrogen monotherapy in clinical trials to date (NCT00468715, NCT001889238, and NCT01842321) is relatively modest. However, this degree of activity is not very different from early experience of targeting ER in metastatic breast cancer where diethylstilbestrol monotherapy yielded response rates of 4%--21%.[@b114-ott-10-4675],[@b115-ott-10-4675] Subsequently, decades of research that involved development of more efficacious agents to target ER and standardization of techniques to accurately identify ER-positive disease led to improved success in clinical trials. The low response rates seen with current AR targeting in clinical trials could also be related to resistance (primary or secondary) to antiandrogen therapy. In prostate cancer, failure of ADT has been linked to amplification of AR and/or increased expression of AR variants such as AR-V7 that lack the C-terminal ligand-binding domain and are thus constitutively active.[@b73-ott-10-4675],[@b88-ott-10-4675],[@b89-ott-10-4675] Constitutively active AR variants have recently been detected in breast cancers, and have been shown to induce in vitro proliferation in the presence of enzalutamide.[@b90-ott-10-4675] The antibody used in most clinical trials (AR441, Dako North America Inc, Carpinteria, CA, USA) is antigenic to the receptor's N-terminus, implying that the total AR detected may be comprised of both full-length AR and ligand-independent truncated AR variants. The development of IHC antibodies that detect AR's C-terminal ligand-binding domain may improve patient selection in future clinical trials by allowing quantitation of both full-length AR and truncated variants. Recent preclinical studies suggest that AR variant antagonists (HSP90 inhibitors, ROR-γ inhibitors) may reverse ADT resistance in tumors with constitutively active AR.[@b91-ott-10-4675],[@b92-ott-10-4675] Similarly, other agents that block dimerization, nuclear translocation, or DNA binding could prove effective against full-length and truncated AR isoforms alike. Future clinical trials targeting AR in TNBC will benefit from a better understanding of ADT resistance and the ability to further select patients who will benefit from antiandrogen therapy.

A second potential source of ADT resistance in AR+ TNBC is membrane-initiated androgen signaling. While the classical model of AR signaling requires intracellular AR ligand binding, nuclear translocation, and ARE recognition ([Figure 1](#f1-ott-10-4675){ref-type="fig"}), nongenomic AR activity may also play a role in androgen resistance. Actin skeleton reorganization, decreased cell motility, and increased apoptosis have been ascribed to membrane AR signaling in breast cancer cell lines.[@b93-ott-10-4675]--[@b95-ott-10-4675] Further investigation is required, though, as activated membrane AR has also been shown to promote cell viability in other cell types.[@b96-ott-10-4675],[@b97-ott-10-4675] The discovery of nongenomic androgen activity suggests the possibility of modulated androgen signaling independently of intracellular AR activity. Various approaches are being explored in preclinical studies, including albumin-conjugated androgens that only activate membrane AR and cannot enter the cytosol and conversely, agents that inhibit membrane AR phosphorylation and downstream signaling.[@b98-ott-10-4675],[@b99-ott-10-4675] In summary, membrane-initiated androgen signaling may partially complement and partially compete with genomic AR activity, and though its role is incompletely understood, membrane AR represents a potentially targetable marker in TNBC and other cancers.

Studies using knockout rodent models have revealed a complex relationship between AR and the immune response. Intracellular AR is differentially expressed in immune cell subpopulations, and androgen signaling can suppress B and T lymphocyte development and conversely stimulate neutrophil production.[@b100-ott-10-4675],[@b101-ott-10-4675] In prostate cancer, AR-dependent cell lines are highly susceptible to TNF-α-induced apoptosis, and exposure to TNF-α induces hypersensitivity to androgen signaling.[@b102-ott-10-4675],[@b103-ott-10-4675] The cytokine interleukin-6 upregulates AR transcription and induces ligand-independent AR activation, which may promote inflammation and tumor growth.[@b104-ott-10-4675]--[@b106-ott-10-4675] Mediators of these responses include NF-κB, MAPK, STAT3, and PI3K/Akt/mTOR.[@b102-ott-10-4675],[@b104-ott-10-4675]--[@b111-ott-10-4675] Additionally, androgen signaling downregulates expression of certain toll-like receptors, which may inhibit the immune response and promote proliferation.[@b112-ott-10-4675]

The AR is thus involved in an intricate web of both pro-and anti-tumor signaling with other pathways. These complex interactions are incompletely understood, yet they illustrate the need for additional biomarkers to evaluate androgen dependency in patients. While standardized methods for detecting AR in breast tumor samples are important for establishing its predictive and prognostic value, patients with similar tumor AR expression may not respond homogeneously to antiandrogen therapy due to coregulated signaling pathways. As illustrated in the above section 'Combination therapy', several clinical trials are underway to evaluate combinations of targeted therapy.

Summary
=======

Androgen targeting has demonstrated early promise and is worthy of further evaluation in appropriately selected TNBC. Evaluation of AR targeting in clinical trials has thus far utilized AR IHC expression (with various cutoffs) as selection criteria. Preclinical studies investigating this therapeutic approach have, on the other hand, utilized AR IHC and gene expression-defined subtypes (luminal or LAR subtypes). It unlikely that IHC positivity for AR alone will accurately identify patients likely to respond to AR modulating therapies, due to the complexity of interacting signaling pathways.[@b79-ott-10-4675],[@b113-ott-10-4675] Several gene expression-defined subtypes to identify tumor AR dependency have come forth in recent years (PREDICT AR, LAR subtype, intrinsic luminal subtype).[@b5-ott-10-4675],[@b11-ott-10-4675],[@b50-ott-10-4675],[@b53-ott-10-4675],[@b54-ott-10-4675] However, these need to be evaluated in context of prospective trials before being translated to routine clinical use. Additional translational efforts should also focus on changes in tumor AR dependency under pressures of standard chemotherapy and whether primary or metastatic tumor androgen dependency is most likely to correspond to antiandrogen treatment response.

Use of single-agent AR inhibitors have exhibited modest efficacy in clinical trials. Recent advances in our understanding of androgenic signaling in TNBC, along with the identification of interacting pathways, are allowing development of next generation of clinical trials with AR inhibitors. As novel AR-targeting agents are developed and evaluated in clinical trials, it is equally important to establish a robust set of biomarkers for identification of TNBC tumors that are androgen dependent. Once achieved, this approach should guide successful study design and accrual efforts ([Figure 3](#f3-ott-10-4675){ref-type="fig"}).

Though the role of androgen signaling in TNBC is complex, AR emerges as a potential therapeutic target for a subset of patients with this aggressive disease that otherwise lacks molecular targets. Antiandrogen agents are well tolerated, with acceptable and well-established safety profiles. Several antiandrogen agents are being evaluated in clinical trials either as single agents or in combination with other pathway inhibitors and cytotoxic compounds. The prospective development of standardized and reproducible methods for identifying AR-dependent tumors will allow investigators to tailor clinical trials to the correct subject population and allow clinicians to better predict patients' response to these therapies in future.
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![Ligand-dependent activation of androgen response elements.\
**Notes:** Testosterone enters the cytoplasm, where it is reduced to DHT by 5α-reductase. AR is released from heat shock proteins and activated by binding DHT. Activated AR dimerizes and translocates to the nucleus, where it recruits transcription factors to an ARE in the sequence of an androgen-regulated gene. Transcription of many androgen-regulated genes contributes to breast development and/or tumorigenesis.](ott-10-4675Fig1){#f1-ott-10-4675}

![Incidence of TNBC by TNBC type-4 classification.\
**Note:** Adapted from Lehmann BD, Jovanovic B, Chen X, et al. Refinement of triple-negative breast cancer molecular subtypes: implications for neoadjuvant chemotherapy selection. *PLoS One*. 2016;11(6):e0157368.[@b11-ott-10-4675]\
**Abbreviations:** TNBC, triple-negative breast cancer; BL1, basal-like 1; BL2, basal-like 2; M, mesenchymal; LAR, luminal androgen receptor-like; UNC, unclasssified.](ott-10-4675Fig2){#f2-ott-10-4675}

![Current and future landscape of AR pathway targeting in breast cancer.\
**Abbreviations:** AR, androgen receptor; TNBC, triple-negative breast cancer; CDK, cyclin-dependent kinase; CYP17, cytochrome P450 17α-hydroxylase/17,20-lyase; LAR, luminal androgen receptor-like; mTOR, mechanistic target of rapamycin; P13K, phosphatidylinositol-3-kinase.](ott-10-4675Fig3){#f3-ott-10-4675}

###### 

Recently completed and recruiting clinical trials targeting androgen signaling in TNBC

  Trial ID      Agent(s)                              Mechanism(s) of action                          Patient population                                                                  Study design                            Patients (n)    Primary end point(s)                               Status
  ------------- ------------------------------------- ----------------------------------------------- ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------- --------------------------------------- --------------- -------------------------------------------------- --------------------
  NCT00468715   Bicalutamide                          AR inhibitor                                    AR+/ER−/PR− metastatic breast cancer                                                Nonrandomized, open-label, Phase II     26              Clinical benefit rate                              Results reported
  NCT02353988   Bicalutamide                          AR inhibitor                                    AR+ metastatic TNBC                                                                 Randomized, open-label, Phase II        60 estimated    Clinical benefit rate, progression-free survival   Not yet recruiting
  NCT03055312   Bicalutamide                          AR inhibitor                                    AR+ metastatic TNBC                                                                 Randomized, open-label, Phase III       262 estimated   Clinical benefit rate                              Recruiting
  NCT02605486   Bicalutamide Palbociclib              AR inhibitor CDK4/CDK6 inhibitor                AR+ metastatic breast cancer                                                        Nonrandomized, open-label, Phase I/II   51              Safety/tolerability, progression-free survival     Recruiting
  NCT03090165   Bicalutamide Ribociclib               AR inhibitor CDK4/CDK6 inhibitor                AR+ metastatic or locally advanced TNBC                                             Nonrandomized, open-label, Phase I/II   58 estimated    Safety/tolerability, clinical benefit rate         Recruiting
  NCT02750358   Enzalutamide                          AR inhibitor                                    AR+ TNBC, stage I--III breast cancer                                                Nonrandomized, open-label, Phase II     200 estimated   1-year dose compliance rate                        Recruiting
  NCT01889238   Enzalutamide                          AR inhibitor                                    AR+ advanced TNBC                                                                   Nonrandomized, open-label, Phase II     118             Clinical benefit rate                              Completed
  NCT02689427   Enzalutamide Paclitaxel               AR inhibitor Microtubule stabilizer             AR+ TNBC, stage I--III breast cancer                                                Nonrandomized, open label, Phase IIB    37 estimated    pCR, RCB-I                                         Recruiting
  NCT02067741   4-OH-testosterone                     AR and aromatase inhibitor                      AR+ TNBC or ER+/PR+/HER2− or ER+/PR−/HER2− advanced breast cancer                   Nonrandomized, open-label, Phase II     90 estimated    Clinical benefit rate                              Recruiting
  NCT02144051   AZD5312                               AR small molecule inhibitor                     Solid carcinomas with AR pathway as potential factor                                Nonrandomized, open-label, Phase I      32              Safety/tolerability                                Completed
  NCT02368691   Enobosarm                             Selective AR modulator                          AR+ advanced TNBC                                                                   Nonrandomized, open-label, Phase II     55 estimated    Clinical benefit rate                              Recruiting
  NCT02971761   Enobosarm Pembrolizumab               Selective AR modulator Checkpoint inhibitor     AR+ metastatic TNBC                                                                 Nonrandomized, open-label, Phase II     29 estimated    Safety/tolerability, ORR                           Recruiting
  NCT01884285   Abiraterone acetate AZD8186 AZD2014   CYP17 inhibitor PI3K inhibitor mTOR inhibitor   Advanced CRPC, SqNSCLC, advanced TNBC                                               Nonrandomized, open-label, Phase I      180 estimated   Safety/tolerability                                Recruiting
  NCT00755885   Abiraterone acetate                   CYP17 inhibitor                                 Postmenopausal women with ER+ or AR+ metastatic or locally advanced breast cancer   Nonrandomized, open-label, Phase I/II   77              Safety/toxicity, clinical benefit rate             Completed
  NCT01990209   Orteronel                             CYP17 inhibitor                                 AR+ metastatic breast cancer                                                        Nonrandomized, open-label, Phase II     86 estimated    Clinical benefit rate                              Recruiting
  NCT02130700   Seviteronel                           CYP17 inhibitor                                 AR+ metastatic TNBC                                                                 Nonrandomized, open-label, Phase II     48 estimated    Clinical benefit rate                              Recruiting
  NCT02580448   Seviteronel                           CYP17 inhibitor                                 Advanced AR+ TNBC or ER+ breast cancer                                              Nonrandomized, open-label, Phase I/II   110 estimated   Safety/tolerability, clinical benefit rate         Recruiting

**Abbreviations:** CRPC, castrate-resistant prostate cancer; ORR, objective response rate; pCR, pathological complete response; RCB, residual cancer burden; SqNSCLC, squamous non-small-cell lung cancer; AR, androgen receptor; TNBC, triple-negative breast cancer; CDK, cyclin-dependent kinase; CYP17, cytochrome P450 17α-hydroxylase/17,20-lyase; mTOR, mechanistic target of rapamycin; P13K, phosphatidylinositol-3-kinase; ER, estrogen receptor; PR, progesterone receptor; HER, human epidermal growth factor.
